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This report takes a look at how some of the largest retail brands are acquiring new shoppers 
and retaining current customers during one of the largest shopping events of the year, Black 
Friday. Because of the highly competitive nature of the retail industry, we put 20 of America’s 
largest retailers in a head-to-head battle with one of their biggest competitors.

Chatmeter wrote this report to analyze both the online and offline consumer experience at 
brick-and-mortar retail stores leading up to and during Black Friday. Using a sample size of 50 
locations from each brand, we analyzed both the online visibility and the in-store experience at 
every location using real customer data.

In the past few years, Black Friday has transformed from a single-day event taking place the day 
after Thanksgiving to a week-long, deep-discount, shopping extravaganza starting the week of 
Thanksgiving and ending the Monday after. According to Google, mobile searches for “Black 
Friday deals” have grown 200% in the past two years. This suggests that retail brands are 
serving more on-the-go shoppers than ever before. Since 48% of consumers are open to buying 
from new retailers during the holiday, the competition during the holiday season is at its peak.

This report first takes a look at the online visibility of 20 retail brands leading up to Black Friday 
by assigning each brand a Local Brand Visibility Score. Secondly, we looked at whether or not 
the brands were able to deliver an exceptional in-store experience by analyzing the reviews 
earned by each of the brands during and after the week of Black Friday. Lastly, we put every 
brand head-to-head with one of their biggest retailers to assign a Black Friday reputation winner.

This report shares our findings and gives insight into how prepared the retail industry is to 
attract and retain customers during the holiday season and all year long.

ABOUT THE REPORTABOUT THE REPORT
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https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/data/black-friday-mobile-search-data/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/data/black-friday-mobile-search-data/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/experience-design/retail-loyalty-trends/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/experience-design/retail-loyalty-trends/
https://www.chatmeter.com/LBR/whats-in-a-score
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THE RETAIL BRANDS ANALYZED IN THIS REPORTTHE RETAIL BRANDS ANALYZED IN THIS REPORT

Target VS Walmart#1

#2

#3

Lego Store VS Disney#6

#4

#7

Gap VS Old Navy

Nordstrom VS Macy’s

Ulta VS Sephora

Williams-Sonoma VS Crate & Barrel

Abercrombie VS American Eagle

Ross VS T.J. Maxx

#5

#8

Lululemon VS Athleta#9

H&M VS Forever 21#10
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Brick-n-Mortar stores have been warned about eCommerce causing the “death of retail” for 
years now. The reality is in-store shopping is not going anywhere. 89.3% of total US retail 
spending in 2019 was driven by brick-n-mortar or in-store shopping. This is why it’s vital that 
brands are continuing to provide an in-store experience that encourages customers to return.

This year, Gen Z consumers will account for $29 to $143 billion in direct spending, making them 
the largest generation of consumers. In order to appeal to these buyers, retailers need to be 
able to provide them with instant information and exceptional experiences. 

This starts by understanding and providing a great customer journey at every stage along the 
way. The customer journey for retail brands is cyclical starting online, moving to an in-store 
experience, then returning back online to leave feedback for the next consumer. Brand loyalty 
only exists if a customer makes it through a customer journey cycle multiple times. 

In this report, we took a look at a small sample of 20 of America’s top retailers to see how 
prepared they were to attract Black Friday shoppers and provide the in-store experience that 
they expected. 

THE STATE OF THE RETAIL INDUSTRYTHE STATE OF THE RETAIL INDUSTRY

https://www.lsainsider.com/u-s-offline-spending-whats-the-real-number
https://www.lsainsider.com/u-s-offline-spending-whats-the-real-number
http://www.millennialmarketing.com/research-paper/the-power-of-gen-z-influence/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jefffromm/2018/01/10/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-financial-impact-of-gen-z-influence/#23872fc756fc
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This report takes a look at which retail brand was most prepared to attract and delight 
customers during the week of Black Friday. We used our Local Brand Visibility (LBV) scoring 
system to determine the season’s top-performing retail brands. The LBV score is used to 
calculate the online visibility of a brand’s brick-n-mortar locations based upon 5 key areas: 
reviews, listings, rankings, social media, and competitors.

For the purpose of this report, we have omitted the social media category from the LBV scoring 
process.

REPUTATION’S ROLE ON AMERICA’S TOP RETAILERSREPUTATION’S ROLE ON AMERICA’S TOP RETAILERS

In general, an LBV score above 70 is reflective of an industry leader, a score 
between 50 and 70 is average and a score below 50 is poor. 

Needs Improvement

0 60 6550 55 70 100

Industry LeaderGood

WANT TO KNOW YOUR SCORE?

WWW.CHATMETER.COM/GET-STARTED

Now that you know where some of the top retail brands in America 
land with their LBV scores and online reputation, see where your 

business scores and where you could use some improvements with a 
free brand audit from Chatmeter.
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REPUTATION’S ROLE ON AMERICA’S TOP RETAILERSREPUTATION’S ROLE ON AMERICA’S TOP RETAILERS

Local Brand Visibility Scores
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Want to learn more about our LBV Score?
Head to Chatmeter.com/LBR/what-is-lbv-score
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Average Star
Rating

Average Review
Response Rate

Best Category: LISTINGSLISTINGS

Worst Category: RANKINGSRANKINGS

The retail industry is present and accurate on all listing directories.

The retail industry is failing to rank on page-1 for unbranded keyword searches.

4.2 1.1%

#1#1 #2#2 #3#3

KEY FINDINGSKEY FINDINGS

https://www.chatmeter.com/lbr/what-is-lbv-score/
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Want to learn more about our sentiment breakdown?
Head to Chatmeter.com/LBR/sentiment-analysis
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Sentiment Standouts
KEY FINDINGSKEY FINDINGS

Average sentiment distribution for 
brands with star ratings 4.5 or higher:4.5 or higher:

Average sentiment distribution for 
brands with star ratings below 4.0:below 4.0:

85.1%85.1% 63.3%63.3%5.2%5.2% 14.5%14.5%9.7%9.7% 17.2%17.2%

Store
Selection

Staff
Deal

Checkout

Clean
Value
Nice

Quality
Price

Staff
Line

Service
Manager
Clothing

Messy
Unorganized

Rude
Slow
Busy

Most Positive 
TopicsTopics

on Black Friday

Most Positive 
AttributesAttributes

on Black Friday

Most Negative 
TopicsTopics

on Black Friday

Most Negative 
AttributesAttributes

on Black Friday

Positive PositiveNeutral NeutralNegative Negative

Why We Included Real Reviews

Even when marketing campaigns and deals are put in place, the day-of experiences 
of customers are what influence a brand’s online reputation. Here are some 
examples we just couldn’t ignore.

https://www.chatmeter.com/lbr/sentiment-analysis/
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TARGET WALMART

LBV Score

6767

Listings Score

8787

Rankings Score

3838

LBV Score

6060

Listings Score

7979

Rankings Score

4848

Goal 4.5 Goal 4.5

3.93.9 3.93.9

OVERALL SCORE:

Best Score: Listings

Worst Score: Rankings

Star Ratings

BATTLE OF THE 
BOPIS BRANDS

Looking to compete against the 
eCommerce giant, Amazon, both 
Target and Walmart amplified their 
“Buy Online Pick Up In-Store” or 
BOPIS strategy this holiday season. 
By offering online deals available to 
pick up in-store the same day and 
skip the shipping fees, Walmart and 
Target created a clear advantage 
over eCommerce stores during Black 
Friday. 

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

TARGET

WALMART
VS

https://www.retaildive.com/news/walmart-target-among-most-popular-retailers-to-offer-bopis/558161/


WALMARTTARGET

82.1%82.1% 57%57%

Store
Selection
Checkout

Store
Selection
Cashier

“Pretty smooth shopping for 
Black Friday! Easy to maneuver 

through the store. Just about all the 
checkout lanes were open, so there 

was no wait.”

Real Review 11/29/19

“This place is the worst. There’s a 
bunch of people trying to check 
out and there are 2 cashiers on 

duty during the Christmas season! 
Horrible customer service. I’ve asked 

to talk to a manager three times 
and three different employees have 

ignored me and walked away. I 
called to complain and they told me 
they were working on it, yet it’s been 
10 minutes and still, only 2 registers 

are open. The worst.”

Real Review 12/5/19

Get your brand audit at Chatmeter.com9

WALMART

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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BATTLE OF THE 
BOPIS BRANDS

When we put Target and Walmart’s LBV scores head-to-head, we can see that Target 
outperformed Walmart in every category other than Rankings. Although both LBV scores are 
considered average, Target, however, is only 3 points away from becoming an industry leader. 

The highest scores for Target and Walmart came from the Listings category. Target’s listing 
accuracy and presence scores are both at 96%. Walmart earned an accuracy score of 88% and 
a presence score of 97%. Anything above 95% is representative of well-managed listings. This 
shows that both Target and Walmart have found value in managing their online listings. 

The low Rankings scores earned by both brands show that neither brand is doing a good job 
of optimizing for unbranded keywords. Unbranded keyword optimization is vital during Black 
Friday since brand-loyalty does not matter when consumers are searching for the best product 
deals. 

Target and Walmart both held strong during Black Friday with review ratings of 3.9. Since 
customers are more likely to purchase from brands with 4.0 to 4.7 ratings, both brands should 
work to improve their star ratings. With a review response rate of 0% for both brands, the 
easiest way to raise their score would be by responding to reviews. Simply responding to reviews 
has shown to improve ratings by an average of .12 and quantity of reviews by 12%.

When it came to the quality of reviews during Black Friday, Target clearly outperformed Walmart. 
Target’s positive sentiment distribution of 82.1% led us to believe they delivered a better in-store 
experience when compared to Walmart’s 57% positive sentiment distribution. 

Target outperformed Walmart this season in both their online visibility and 
their customer experience. Because of that, we have declared Target this year’s 
Reputation Winner.

TARGET

WALMART
VS

https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/25-stats-that-prove-the-power-of-online-reviews/
https://hbr.org/2018/02/study-replying-to-customer-reviews-results-in-better-ratings
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LBV Score

6363

Listings Score

7878

Rankings Score

4141

LBV Score

6767

Listings Score

7676

Rankings Score

5656

Goal 4.5

4.34.3

Goal 4.5

4.34.3

NORDSTROM MACY’S

OVERALL SCORE:

Best Score: Listings

Worst Score: Rankings

Star Ratings

BATTLE OF THE 
DEPARTMENT 

STORES

Nordstrom and Macy’s are two of 
America’s most popular department 
stores. This year’s battle between 
retailers was stiff, Nordstrom even 
going as far as accepting returns 
from Macy’s at their Nordstrom 
Local stores - regardless of whether 
Nordstrom carries the product or 
not. With loyal shoppers of each 
brand, this face-off took a look at 
how well these retailers delivered 
on the experience their customers 
expect during Black Friday.

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

NORDSTROM

MACY’S
VS

https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/news-analysis/nordstrom-will-let-you-return-your-macys-online-order-in-store
https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/news-analysis/nordstrom-will-let-you-return-your-macys-online-order-in-store
https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/why-national-retailers-customer-experience/
https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/why-national-retailers-customer-experience/
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MACY’SNORDSTROM

Store
Selection
Clothes

Store
Selection
Clothing

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

“Went on Black Friday weekend. 
The store was very clean and the 
staff was helpful. I was pleasantly 
surprised at the value we received 
on our purchase. I try to stay away 

from malls but I would visit this 
Macy’s again based on my last 

experience.”

Real Review 11/29/19

“I thank Nordstrom’s for extending 
the Black Friday sale until December 

2nd. I went there to find the CeCe 
polka dot blouse for my daughter. 
I bought the same blouse in Illinois 

and when I wore it my daughter 
wanted one.  My favorite store in 

any state.”

Real Review 11/27/19

71.9%71.9%79.5%79.5%

Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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BATTLE OF THE 
DEPARTMENT 

STORES

Macy’s took the lead in LBV scores, earning a 67 over Nordstrom’s 63. This was largely due 
to their higher rankings and competitor scores. When a brand earns higher rankings and 
competitor scores, it shows that they are optimizing for unbranded keywords in their SEO 
strategy. 

Nordstrom and Macy’s both earned industry leader scores in the Listings category. Nordstrom 
had 90% listing accuracy and 100% listing presence in the past 3-months.  Macy’s also had high 
accuracy and a presence score of 94% and 98%. 

When it came to reviews, Nordstrom did outperform Macy’s. Although both brands earned 
a 4.3-star rating, Nordstrom was able to respond to 11% of their reviews. This is the highest 
review response rate across all brands in this report. Seeing as how both these brands received 
thousands of reviews during Black Friday, it’s essential that they are using a tool to monitor and 
respond to those reviews. 

Both brands received mostly positive sentiment during Black Friday. Both brands saw their 
reviews fluctuate over the holiday event. Nordstrom saw a decrease in positive sentiment over 
the weekend, while Macy’s saw an increase in the volume of reviews during Thanksgiving. It was 
clear to see that Black Friday had an impact on the reputation of both brands. 

Macy’s scored earned a higher LBV score than Nordstrom but since neither brand 
is ranking as an industry leader, we gave this win to Nordstrom. Nordstrom’s 11% 
review response rate and high positive sentiment distribution showed they are at 
least making an effort to listen and adapt to customer feedback. In a time when 
brands are mostly competing on customer experience, the brand that provides 
the better experience will always have the advantage.

NORDSTROM

MACY’S
VS

https://www.chatmeter.com/platform/review-management/
https://www.chatmeter.com/platform/review-management/
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ULTA SEPHORA

OVERALL SCORE:

Worst Score: Listings

Biggest Gap: Rankings

Star Ratings

LBV Score

6666

Listings Score

5656

Rankings Score

4949

LBV Score

6767

Listings Score

5050

Rankings Score

6161

Goal 4.5

4.24.2

Goal 4.5

4.24.2

BATTLE OF THE 
BEAUTY RETAILERS

Both Sephora and Ulta have been 
continuing to expand their brick-
n-mortar presence during a time 
when many retailers have been 
looking to expand their eCommerce 
strategy. Ulta has even been on an 
aggressive expansion plan of 100 
store openings a year since 2012. 
Because the in-store experience is 
so vital to the success of these two 
beauty rivals, we took a look at which 
brand reigned supreme this Black 
Friday.

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

ULTA

SEPHORA
VS

https://chainstoreage.com/store-spaces/sephora-to-grow-u-s-footprint-partnering-with-treatment-services-company
https://chainstoreage.com/store-spaces/sephora-to-grow-u-s-footprint-partnering-with-treatment-services-company
https://www.retaildive.com/news/30-minutes-with-ultas-svp-of-merchandising/524223/


Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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SEPHORAULTA

Store
Product

Item

Choice
Makeup

Store

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

“I was never greeted and instead 
got mad-dogged by the majority 

of employees. I felt like I was trash 
and not good enough. Everyone 

after me was greeted and helped. 
I’m NEVER coming again to any 

Sephora.”

Real Review 12/5/19

“This was the most awful shopping 
experience I’ve ever had! The 

sales associate walked away from 
me when I asked her a question 

about a curling iron. She mumbled 
something as she was walking 
away & asked her co-worker to 
come help me. I was so taken 

aback by her rudeness towards me 
that I left abruptly. This was the 

most unwelcoming and miserable 
experience I’ve had at Ulta!!”

Real Review 11/27/19

54.2%54.2%53.7%53.7%
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BATTLE OF THE 
BEAUTY RETAILERS

Ulta and Sephora only had a 1-point difference in their overall LBV scores.  Sephora took the 
lead with their Rankings score, earning a 61 to Ulta’s 49.  This shows that Sephora has an 
unbranded keyword strategy in place. 

Sephora’s keyword strategy is unfortunately not found in their review responses. Sephora has 
yet to respond to a single review. Ulta, on the other hand, had a response rate of 5%. This might 
be why Ulta earned almost double the number of reviews during Black Friday. The 4.2 rating 
held by both brands is in the sweet spot for customer conversion. 

The customer sentiment towards both brands during Black Friday was neutral. Both brands 
earned an average positive sentiment distribution for all reviews around 54%. This is not in line 
with the 4.2 rating that customers expect, it’s clear that both beauty brands did not deliver the 
best in-store experience during Black Friday.

This head-to-head battle is too close to declare a winner. Both Sephora and 
Ulta, although fairly prepared for online visibility during the holiday season, 
failed to deliver a positive in-store experience. Earning positive distribution 
scores in the low 50s suggests that their customers did not receive the 4.2 star 
experience they expected.

ULTA

SEPHORA
VS
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WILLIAMS-
SONOMA

CRATE &
BARREL

OVERALL SCORE:

Worst Score: Listings

Best Score: Rankings

Star Ratings

BATTLE OF THE 
HOME DECOR

STORES

Often frequented by the same 
customer base, Williams-Sonoma 
and Crate & Barrel are popular 
home and kitchen decor stores 
throughout the U.S. Williams-
Sonoma and Crate & Barrel both 
offer similar perks such as free in-
store pick-up, credit cards, in-store 
events, design services, and other 
personalized experiences. With such 
high customer expectations from 
both brands, which brand came out 
on top during the biggest shopping 
event of the year?

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

WILLIAMS-SONOMA

CRATE & BARREL

VS

LBV Score

7070

Listings Score

5353

Rankings Score

8989

LBV Score

6565

Listings Score

4949

Rankings Score

8484

Goal 4.5

4.24.2

Goal 4.5

4.14.1



Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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CRATE & BARRELWILLIAMS-SONOMA

Stuff
Selection

Store

Store

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

“This location is in a beautiful area 
and well-stocked. The employees 

are very friendly and helpful, 
however the manager David Rey 
is so rude. I will never shop there 

again. At the very least, a store 
manager should have some people 

skills.”

Real Review 11/30/19

“It was the Wednesday afternoon 
before Thanksgiving and 

understandably everyone is 
stressed. I accidentally purchased a 
turkey that was too big for our pan. 

I walked to Crate and Barrel and 
they were out. I asked if I could buy 
the one off the shelf. NO. I bought 

the same roasting pan at Sur la 
Table. They too were out but were 

happy to sell me the one off the 
shelf. Thank you Sur la Table.”

Real Review 11/27/19

61.2%61.2% 68%68%
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WILLIAMS-SONOMA

CRATE & BARREL

VS

19

BATTLE OF THE 
HOME DECOR

STORES

Williams-Sonoma was the clear leader in Local Brand Visibility in this head-to-head battle against 
Crate & Barrel. Their industry-leading rankings score at 72 shows that Williams-Sonoma is 
working hard to make sure their brand and products are found through unbranded keywords. 
Both brands have also implemented listing management which is reflected in their listing 
accuracy scores above 95%.

The lowest scores for the brands came from the Reviews category. This is not surprising 
considering Williams-Sonoma has yet to respond to a single review. Crate & Barrel, on the other 
hand, has responded to 6% of their reviews but it’s still not enough to make an impact. 

When it came to review sentiment during Black Friday, both brands had mostly positive reviews. 
Unfortunately, the retailers earned an average positive sentiment distribution below 70% during 
Black Friday. Williams-Sonoma and Crate & Barrel need to evaluate their reviews to determine 
how best to improve their in-store experience for next year.

Although this battle was pretty close, Williams-Sonoma outperformed Crate 
& Barrel where it really mattered - rankings. Williams-Sonoma earned an 
industry-leading score of 72 compared to Crate & Barrel’s below-average score 
of 52. At the end of the day if one brand is consistently outperforming its 
competitors in search rankings, it makes it that much harder for consumers to 
choose the competition.
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LBV Score

6666

Listings Score

8585

Rankings Score

3737

LBV Score

6565

Listings Score

8080

Rankings Score

5656

Goal 4.5

4.24.2

Goal 4.5

4.24.2

GAP OLD NAVY

OVERALL SCORE:

Best Score: Listings

Biggest Gap: Rankings

Star Ratings

BATTLE OF THE 
SAME BRAND

With plans to split Old Navy 
from its parent company, GAP, 
announced earlier this year, we 
chose to take a look at how these 
brands compare when it comes to 
online visibility and reputation. When 
these two companies officially split, 
which brand will come out on top?

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

GAP

OLD NAVY
VS

https://www.cnn.com/2019/02/28/business/gap-old-navy-separate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/02/28/business/gap-old-navy-separate/index.html
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OLD NAVYGAP

Store
Item

Quality

Store
Clothes

Online Pickup

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

“Really helpful!! Valeria helped me 
save 70% by opening a gap card, 

please keep her!!” 

Real Review 11/28/19
74.1%74.1% 69.5%69.5%

“They advertised to be open at 6 
a.m. for Black Friday. It’s 6:22 a.m.

and they’re still closed! Families
are lined up outside feeling 

disappointed.”

Real Review 12/5/19

Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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BATTLE OF THE 
SAME BRAND

Gap and Old Navy were extremely close in LBV score, only one-point separated the sister 
companies. The biggest difference between the two brands was found in their Rankings scores. 
Old Navy outperformed Gap by 19 points. Unfortunately, both scores are still a long way from 
becoming industry leaders. Improving their Rankings and Reviews scores can help the brands 
get closer to industry-leading local brand visibility.

Both brands are earning a good amount of reviews and their star rating is in a good spot. If Gap 
and Old Navy took the time to respond to reviews, it could increase their online search rankings.  
By adding in unbranded keywords to their review responses these brands can increase their 
appearance in unbranded searches. 

Both brands earned a review sentiment distribution of mostly positive reviews. However, when 
it came to the category of “shopping”, the brands were fairly even in earning a neutral sentiment 
distribution. Some customer experiences like BOPIS helped to improve the holiday shopping 
experience especially when many of the complaints were around the availability of certain items.

Gap and Old Navy shared far too many similarities to call a winner. When these 
brands officially split, they will become extremely tough competition. All it will 
take is for one of these brands to implement a strong review management 
strategy to become the clear champion next year. 

GAP

OLD NAVY
VS
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LEGO DISNEY

OVERALL SCORE:

Biggest Gap: Rankings

Best Score: Competitors

Star Ratings

BATTLE OF THE 
TOY STORES

LEGO and Disney have some of the 
biggest deals during the holidays. 
Lego products were the most 
searched for toy during Black 
Friday according to Google. With 
Disney expanding its footprint 
into Target stores nationwide, we 
looked at how the online reputation 
of LEGO stores compared to Disney 
stores this Black Friday. 

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

LEGO STORE

DISNEY STORE
VS

LBV Score

75

Rankings Score

7777

Competitor Score

8787

LBV Score

70

Rankings Score

4040

Competitor Score

8787

Goal 4.5 Goal 4.5

4.64.6 4.54.5

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/2019-black-friday-shopping-trends/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/2019-black-friday-shopping-trends/
https://corporate.target.com/article/2019/10/disney-store-at-target-launch
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DISNEYLEGO

Stuff
Selection
Display

Stuff
Selection

Line

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

88.4%88.4% 81.9%81.9%

“Jennilee you’re awesome, girl! The 
most rad employee! She is very 

enthusiastic and loves her job! Get 
your kids Christmas gifts [here], it’s 
so much better than buying at like 

Walmart or Target.”

Real Review 11/27/19

“The staff are an extension of 
the Disney experience and are 
incredibly sweet while assisting 

you with your shopping or picture 
taking. This location hosts a wide 

array of Disney products from 
apparel to toys.”

Real Review 11/28/19

Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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The LEGO and Disney stores are both industry-leaders in the retail space. LEGO’s LBV score of 
75 is the highest out of all the brands in this report and Disney ties for second-place with a 70. 
If it weren’t for Disney’s low Rankings score, these brands would extremely close in overall LBV 
score.

The LEGO store is also leading the retail industry with their 4.6 review rating while the Disney 
store follows close behind with a score of 4.5. Earning thousands of reviews leading up to Black 
Friday, it’s clear that these brands are missing out on vital customer feedback by not responding 
to their reviews.

The customer feedback for both brands was extremely positive over Black Friday, both brands 
earned a positive sentiment distribution of over 80%. It’s clear that both the Lego store and the 
Disney store were able to deliver on the experience customers expect.

The LEGO Store was the clear winner in this brand battle and in the entire 
report. They earned high scores in every category. The Disney store’s low 
rankings put them behind in this head-to-head battle.

BATTLE OF THE 
TOY STORES

LEGO STORE

DISNEY STORE
VS
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ABERCROMBIE AMERICAN
EAGLE

OVERALL SCORE:

Biggest Gap: Listings

Worst Score: Rankings

Star Ratings

BATTLE OF THE 
TEEN CLOTHING 

RETAILERS

These teen stores have been 
making a comeback over the past 
few years. Both Abercrombie and 
American Eagle carry a similar style 
and quality of clothes but at different 
prices, Abercrombie reaching up to 
$300 for some articles of clothing. 
Here’s a look at how customers feel 
about the brands over Black Friday.

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

ABERCROMBIE

AMERICAN 
EAGLE

VS

LBV Score

5757

Listings Score

7575

Rankings Score

2828

LBV Score

5656

Listings Score

6868

Rankings Score

2929

Goal 4.5

4.24.2

Goal 4.5

4.24.2

https://www.businessinsider.com/american-eagle-vs-abercrombie-better-store-2018-12
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AMERICAN EAGLEABERCROMBIE

Store
Clothes

Clearance

Item
Check

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

“Store employees have no respect 
for the customers. They were yelling 

to customers saying in how many 
minutes the store would be closing 

and kicked everyone out of the 
store. I’m not planning on going 
back to that store ever again as 

should you.”

Real Review 11/30/19

“Front entry lady was so sweet. 
The check out lady was very nice 
and may have been a manager. 
Regardless it’s black Friday and 

everyone was giving 120%.”

Real Review 11/30/19

59.3%59.3% 80%80%

Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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BATTLE OF THE 
TEEN CLOTHING 

RETAILERS

Abercrombie and American Eagle we’re extremely close in this head-to-head battle. Abercrombie 
took a slight lead in LBV score earning a 7-point higher score in the Listings category. This 
suggests American Eagle may not be consistently updating their listings. Listings can change 
every 5-6 days which is why brands need to be diligent in their listing management strategy. 

The two lowest categories are Rankings and Reviews. Although both brands have a 4.2 rating, 
they have yet to respond to any reviews. Responding to reviews is the easiest step for brands to 
take when looking to improve their online rankings. 

Although both brands have the same rating, there is a big difference between their sentiment 
distribution over the holidays. American Eagle earned a high positive sentiment distribution of 
80% while Abercrombie only earned 59.3%. This means that Abercrombie failed to deliver on the 
expected customer experience during Black Friday.

Although the LBV scores were extremely close, Abercrombie’s low positive 
sentiment (59.3%) during Black Friday meant that they clearly missed the 
mark when it came to delivering a positive customer experience. Because of 
this, American Eagle took the lead in this head-to-head battle of teen clothing 
retailers.

ABERCROMBIE

AMERICAN EAGLE
VS

https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/from-qa-to-suggested-edits-why-gmb-is-the-cmos-new-nightmare-for-brand-consistency/
https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/from-qa-to-suggested-edits-why-gmb-is-the-cmos-new-nightmare-for-brand-consistency/
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BATTLE OF THE 
OFF-PRICE
RETAILERS

As some clothing stores struggle 
to stay open, off-price retailers like 
Ross and T.J. Maxx have prospered 
over the past few years. Last year 
alone, these two brands combined 
accounted for 19.6% of all U.S. 
clothing and accessory sales. 
Knowing how pivotal these retailers 
are to the clothing industry, we had 
to take a look at which brand drove 
more customers to their stores 
during Black Friday.

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

ROSS

T.J. MAXX
VS

ROSS T.J. MAXX

OVERALL SCORE:

Best Score: Listings

Worst Score: Rankings

Star Ratings

LBV Score

6464

Listings Score

8383

Rankings Score

4343

LBV Score

6969

Listings Score

7575

Rankings Score

5656

Goal 4.5 Goal 4.5

4.24.2 4.34.3

https://www.fool.com/investing/2019/02/20/the-weak-december-retail-sales-report-is-good-news.aspx
https://www.fool.com/investing/2019/02/20/the-weak-december-retail-sales-report-is-good-news.aspx
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T.J. MAXXROSS

Variety
Store

Clothes

Store
Selection
Cashier

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

78.7%78.7% 84.8%84.8%

“Great selection and prices plenty of 
cashiers so even when the line gets 

long it moves really quickly. Very 
important, especially for those of 

us who can’t stand for long periods 
of time due to health issues. Thank 

you!”

Real Review 12/3/19

“Love this TJ Maxx. I always find 
nice clothes for good deals! And the 

location is always clean and good 
customer service.”

Real Review 12/3/19

Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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In this head-to-head brand battle, T.J. Maxx took the lead in Local Brand Visibility. Their score is 
only 1-point away from becoming an industry leader. T.J. Maxx outscored Ross in every category 
except for Listings, however both scores are indicative of an industry leader.

Both brands earned star ratings of 4.2 or higher. Unfortunately, by not responding to reviews, 
neither brand is delivering a seamless online experience. Millennials and Gen Z buyers expect 
effortless experiences and immediate answers no matter where they’re interacting with a 
brand. Brands who are not responding to reviews are not appealing to the largest majority of 
consumers in 2020.

T.J. Maxx earned the lowest amount of negative review sentiment during Black Friday with a 
distribution of only 3.8%. Ross and T.J. Maxx both earned high positive sentiment over Black 
Friday largely due to their mentions of a “great selection”.

T.J. Maxx outperformed Ross in every category from LBV score, to star rating, 
and sentiment. Their low negative sentiment distribution made them an easy 
win in this head-to-head battle.

BATTLE OF THE 
OFF-PRICE
RETAILERS

ROSS

T.J. MAXX
VS

https://www.sheerid.com/marketing-to-generation-z/
https://www.sheerid.com/marketing-to-generation-z/
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LULULEMON ATHLETA

OVERALL SCORE:

Best Score: Listings

Worst Score: Rankings

Star Ratings

BATTLE OF THE 
ACTIVEWEAR 

BRANDS

Both Lululemon and Athleta were 
founded in 1998 with a similar 
mission, to design high-quality 
athletic wear. Since inception, both 
brands have reported rapid growth 
which is why we had to put these 
two brands head to head to see who 
the real winner in reputation is.

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

LULULEMON

ATHLETA
VS

LBV Score

6666

Listings Score

6868

Rankings Score

3232

LBV Score

6060

Listings Score

7979

Rankings Score

3333

Goal 4.5 Goal 4.5

4.34.3 4.34.3

https://www.businessinsider.com/lululemon-vs-athleta-better-athleisure-store-2019-6
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ATHLETALULULEMON

Clothes Store
Logo

Clothing

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

------ ------

*Lululemon did
not earn enough

reviews to 
determine review 

distribution 
during Black 

Friday.

*Athleta did not
earn enough

reviews to 
determine review 

distribution 
during Black 

Friday.

“Rude and unhelpful salespeople. 
Pushy about getting the credit card 
from me. I’ll be taking my money to 

Lululemon from now on.”

Real Review 11/30/19

“A customer came in and was 
complaining she couldn’t return a 
final sale item. I heard the workers 
making fun of her without knowing 
people were in the dressing room 

that could hear them. Sounded like 
they were making fun of her cause 
the lady who complained had an 

Asian accent. Yea, not a good look.”

Real Review 12/1/19

Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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Athleta and Lululemon are both in an average range for LBV score but there is plenty of room 
for improvement. Their Rankings scores are some of the lowest in all of the report at 32 and 33.

The low rankings may be caused by the low amount of reviews that both brands received. 
Athleta only received 155 reviews in a 3-month period for all 50 locations. While Lululemon only 
received 316.

Lululemon earned less than 6 reviews per location during this time. Because of their low review 
count, we opted to not include the sentiment distribution for these brands in this report. 

Both Athleta and Lululemon need to earn more reviews in order to be 
considered a high-performing brand in our annual reports. Considering the 
amount of sales for Athleta and Lululemon this past year, they have the traffic 
to earn more reviews. By responding to reviews, both brands would be able 
to get more reviews, grow their rankings, and ultimately gain more insight into 
their locations. Location insight is what will keep these retailers successful for 
years to come.

BATTLE OF THE 
ACTIVEWEAR 

BRANDS

LULULEMON

ATHLETA
VS

According to Chatmeter’s data the average amount of reviews for 50 locations during a 
3-month period is 1,368 or 27 reviews per location.

https://www.pymnts.com/earnings/2019/gap-inc-comp-sales-drop-4-pct-athleta-reports-5-pct-of-online-sales-from-bopis/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/11/lululemon-lulu-reports-fiscal-q3-2019-earnings.html
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H&M FOREVER 21

OVERALL SCORE:

Best Score: Listings

Worst Score: Rankings

Star Ratings

BATTLE OF THE 
FAST FASHION 

BRANDS

Earlier this year, Forever 21 filed 
for bankruptcy, only a few 
months later H&M reported its 
first earnings gain in two years 
with profits rising by 25% and 
sales up 12%. It’s clear that H&M 
is outperforming Forever 21 in 
revenue, but which brand is doing 
better at winning over consumers?

LBV Scores &
Star Ratings

LBV & Review Data From
9/5/2019 - 12/5/2019

H&M

FOREVER 21
VS

LBV Score

6262

Listings Score

7575

Rankings Score

4141

LBV Score

4949

Listings Score

6565

Rankings Score

2828

Goal 4.5 Goal 4.5

4.24.2 3.93.9

https://footwearnews.com/2019/business/retail/forever-21-bankruptcy-what-happened-1202849226/
https://footwearnews.com/2019/business/retail/forever-21-bankruptcy-what-happened-1202849226/
https://footwearnews.com/2019/business/earnings/hm-earnings-q3-2019-profit-growth-forever-21-bankruptcy-1202851650/
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FOREVER 21H&M

Store
Selection

Line

Store
Selection

Brand

Most Frequent Topics in Reviews from the “Shopping” Category

Review Sentiment “Shopping”

Positive Sentiment Distribution
All Reviews

75%75% 65.9%65.9%

“Devon is amazing! He gave us tips 
on what to look for and helped us 
find the styles we are looking for! 
The lines were long (Black Friday) 

but they are fast and organized with 
lines.”

Real Review 11/30/19

“My sister came here looking for a 
large size bodysuit and when she 

asked the girl working there if they 
had a LARGE, the girl kept saying 

they didn’t have any EXTRA LARGE 
items and for her to look in the plus-

size section...The girl told her ‘I’m 
sorry honey but I think you’ll find 

something that fits you in the plus 
size section...’ Terrible service and 
beyond rude to ignore somebody’s 
request if that person knows their 
size. Way to make people feel bad 

about themselves.”
Real Review 11/27/19

Sentiment Analysis

Black Friday Review Data From 11/25/2019 - 12/5/2019
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H&M’s overall LBV score of 62 and Forever 21’s score of 49 suggest that the fast-fashion 
subindustry could use some Local SEO assistance. H&M’s Listings score of 75 shows that they 
have taken control of their listings but this is only one piece of the Local SEO puzzle. If both 
brands want to increase their Rankings, Reviews and overall LBV score, they need to implement 
better review management and unbranded keywords strategies.

Neither H&M or Forever 21 have implemented a review management strategy for their locations. 
Both brands are receiving a large number of online reviews and have yet to respond to them. 
This could also mean that the brands are failing to listen to customer feedback which could have 
helped prevent some of these brand’s notorious mishaps over the past few years.

When it came to sentiment, H&M outperformed Forever 21 in positive sentiment by more than 
9%. However, both brands did earn similar negative sentiment distribution scores around 14%. 

This brand battle wasn’t even close. H&M wasn’t any industry-wide standout 
by any means but Forever 21 earned disappointing scores in almost every 
category. In light of their bankruptcy news, Forever 21 really needs to take a 
look at their Local SEO and Review Management strategy for 2020.

BATTLE OF THE 
FAST FASHION 

BRANDS

H&M

FOREVER 21
VS

https://www.chatmeter.com/platform/local-seo-rank-tracking/
https://www.chatmeter.com/platform/review-management/
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The retail industry as a whole has a lot of work to do if they are going to keep up with consumer 
demand for seamless and exceptional customer experiences. Here are our recommendations to 
improve the online visibility and reputation of retail brands during Black Friday and all year long.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALL RETAIL BRANDSRECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALL RETAIL BRANDS

#1#1  |  Implement A Review Management Strategy

#2#2  |  Improve Rankings Through Unbranded  
  Keyword Optimization

#3#3  |  Apply Customer Feedback In-Store To Improve 
  the Customer Experience

Recommendation #1 – Implement A Review 
Management Strategy
Before a brand can get started on the following recommendations, they must first implement a 
review management strategy. An average review response rate of 1.1% for the retail brands in 
this report is disappointing. Responding to reviews makes customers feel heard and helps build 
consumer trust. According to Google, consumers find businesses that respond to reviews are 
1.7x more trustworthy than those who don’t. 

In addition to building trustworthiness, businesses can also improve their rankings by 
responding to reviews. Review signals account for 15% of how Google ranks a local business. 
Given that rankings are the lowest category in this report, implementing a review response 
strategy is a great way to improve rankings. 

38

https://www.google.com/intl/en_us/business/business-profile/
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Recommendation #3 – Apply Customer Feedback 
In-Store To Improve The Customer Experience
Two-thirds of marketers say their companies compete mostly on customer experience. 
A brand’s ability to deliver on the experience customers expect is what will help them earn 
more positive reviews and ratings. It’s not uncommon to see a brand implement an in-store 
experience that doesn’t go over well with customers. By actively monitoring and analyzing online 
reviews at the local level, companies can identify how customers truly feel about the in-store 
experience at each location. 

Using a tool like Chatmeter’s text and sentiment analysis tool, Pulse makes it easy for brands 
to identify how customers feel about each and every store location. Brands can then take that 
feedback and know exactly which stores to apply changes to.  Whether a brand has just a few 
stores that need re-training or a company-wide issue to address, making in-store changes can 
make a world of difference in acquiring and retaining customers. 

39

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALL RETAIL BRANDSRECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALL RETAIL BRANDS

Recommendation #2 – Improve Rankings Through 
Unbranded Keyword Optimization
Improving rankings for the retail brands in this report relies on them implementing a strong 
unbranded keyword strategy. Low rankings impact a brand’s ability to appear in voice and 
mobile search. In the past two years, searches for “store open near me” (clothing store near 
me, toy store near me, etc.) has grown over 250%. Consumers are looking for information 
immediately, they don’t have time to look for brands on page-2 of the search results.

The quickest way for brands to start ranking for unbranded keywords is through Local Pages. 
Local Pages are individual store webpages with localized content. Adding popular unbranded 
keywords to those store pages will help them rank in organic web search, as well as increasing 
local search visibility through on-page signals. 

In addition to Local Pages, brands can also add unbranded keywords to their review responses, 
listing categories, and their description. One of the best ways to find which unbranded keywords 
to target is by looking in a brand’s online reviews. Using a tool like Chatmeter’s Pulse can help 
brands identify keywords with the most positive customer sentiment associated with them. 
This will help to ensure a brand doesn’t attempt to rank for keywords with bad press or reviews 
associated with them. 

https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/insights/articles/key-findings-from-the-gartner-customer-experience-survey
https://www.chatmeter.com/platform/pulse/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/data/mobile-search-data-for-stores-open-near-me/
https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/2018-local-ranking-factors/
https://www.chatmeter.com/platform/local-pages/
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Now that you know where some of the top retail brands in America land with
their LBV scores and online reputation, see where your business scores and where 

you could use some improvements with a free brand audit from Chatmeter.

Get Your Free Brand Audit at 
Chatmeter.com/get-started

WANT TO KNOW WANT TO KNOW 
YOUR SCORE?YOUR SCORE?

https://www.chatmeter.com/instant-audit/
https://www.chatmeter.com/get-started/
https://www.chatmeter.com/get-started/
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